Spectroscopic and density functional theory studies of the molecular geometry and electronic structure of classical and nonclassical radical ions derived from 7-benzhydrylidenenorbornene analogues.
A spectroscopic study, using nanosecond time-resolved laser flash photolysis and gamma-irradiation of low-temperature matrices, was undertaken along with a theoretical study using density functional theory (DFT) and time-dependent (TD)-DFT calculations to gain insight into the molecular geometry and electronic structure of radical cations and radical anions of 7-benzhydrylidenenorbornene (4) and its derivatives 6-8. The radical ions 4(.+), 6(.+), 7(.+), 8(.+), 4(.-), 6(.-), 7(.-), and 8(.-) exhibited clear absorption bands in the 350-800 nm region, which were reproduced successfully from the electronic transitions calculated with TD-UB3LYP/cc-pVDZ. Radical cations 4(.+) and 8(.+) are consistent with a bent structure having a delocalized electronic state where the spin and charge are delocalized not only in the benzhydrylidene subunit but also in the residual subunit. In contrast, 6(.+) and 7(.+) have nonbent structures with a localized electronic state where their spin and charge are localized in the benzhydrylidene subunit only. Therefore, 4(.+) and 89(.+) have a nonclassical nature, with 6(.+) and 7(.+) possessing a classical nature. In contrast, in the radical anion system, 7(.-) and 8(.-) are considered nonclassical, and 4(.-) and 6(.-) are classical. Orbital interaction theory and DFT calculations can account fully for the spectroscopic features, molecular geometries, and electronic structures of the radical ions. For example, the shift of the absorption bands and the nonclassical nature of 4(.+) are due to the antibonding character of the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of 4, and those of 7(.-) arise from the bonding character of the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of 7. A topological agreement of p-orbitals at C-2, C-3 (or C-5, C-6), and C-7 produces strong electronic coupling with an antibonding or a bonding character in the frontier orbitals. It is the ethylene and butadiene skeleton at C-2-C-3 (or C-5-C-6), with its contrasting topology in the HOMO and LUMO of the neutral precursor, that holds the key to deducing the nonclassical nature of the 7-benzhydrylidenenorbornene-type radical cation and radical anion systems.